a b s t r a c t
The present manuscript reviews recent scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) studies of transition metal (TM) aluminide surfaces. It provides a general perspective on the contrast between Al atoms and TM atoms in STM imaging. A general trend is the much stronger bias dependence of TM atoms, or TM-rich regions of the surface. This dependence can be attenuated by the local chemical arrangements and environments. Al atoms can show a stronger bias dependence when their chemical environment, such as their immediate subsurface, is populated with TM. All this is well explained in light of combined results of STM and both theoretical and experimental electronic and crystallographic structure determinations. Since STM probes the Fermi surface, the electronic structure in the vicinity of the Fermi level (E F ) is essential for understanding contrast and bias dependence. Hence, partial density of states provides information about the TM d band position and width, s-p-d hybridization or interactions, or charge transfer between constituent elements. In addition, recent developments in STM image simulations are very interesting for elucidating chemical contrast at Al-TM alloy surfaces, and allow direct atomic identification, when the surface does not show too much disorder. Overall, we show that chemically-specific imaging is often possible at these surfaces.
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Introduction
Transition metal (TM) aluminides are the subject of both basic and applied research, because they exhibit certain attractive properties [1, 2] . These properties include good strength and stiffness at elevated temperature, plus low density. Nickel aluminides, for instance, are less dense than steel. TM aluminides -notably Al-Ni-Co alloys -are also widely marketed as permanent magnets [3] , and exhibit promising shape-memory properties [4] . Surface properties of TM aluminides have received much attention, in part because these materials usually exhibit excellent oxidation and corrosion resistance. Some TM aluminides are quasicrystals, and exhibit properties associated with quasiperiodic structure, including surface properties such as low friction [5] . Refs. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] provide a few examples of the many surface science investigations of TM aluminides.
The aim of the present review is to collect STM results obtained on TM aluminides, and to delineate trends in the ways that Al atoms can be distinguished from TM atoms in STM imaging. Being able to identify or differentiate elements on alloy surfaces is essential to the determination of adsorption sites and their chemical environment, including active sites for catalysis. This ability is equally important in quantification of surface segregation, comparison of surface vs. bulk structure, contamination level determination, nanostructuring, and other phenomena.
Basic structural information about surfaces can be used to engineer tailored surfaces. As an example, basic research has revealed that c-Al 4 Cu 9 grows epitaxially as a surface alloy on both Cu(1 1 1) and the fivefold surface of the icosaedral (i-) quasicrystal i-Al-Cu-Fe [22, 23] . In the real world, this knowledge has been used to grow a c-Al 4 Cu 9 interlayer by magnetron sputtering, in order to solve the problem of poor adhesion between a quasicrystal and a metal [24] . To provide the basic surface information, STM is commonly used, along with spectroscopies and diffraction techniques. However, this might not be enough for a complete chemical description of the surface structure. It is usually a combination of surface sensitive techniques that allows scientists to draw conclusions about surface structures.
In this article, we will not describe atomic force microscopy studies, although some recent work shows its capability to identify elements on an atom by atom basis [25] . Under some circumstances STM can also reproduce those results [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , for instance with the use of inelastic tunneling [29] . We will also ignore surface state mediated phenomena, such as indirect interactions between adsorbates for which a comprehensive review has been published by Ternes et al. [33] , or such as the manipulation of adatoms to create quantum corrals [34] , for instance. Here, we focus on more typical STM experiments, where constant-current mapping, scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS), and bias variation are commonly employed.
Since tunneling microscopy is sensitive to the Fermi surface, it is of great value to analyze STM data with the assistance of data from valence band probing techniques, and also electronic density of states (DOS) calculations. Some diffraction techniques can also be used for a complete surface structure determination, such as intensity profile analysis in low-energy electron diffraction (LEED I(V)), surface X-ray diffraction, or ion scattering, although in many cases they require some kind of a priori model. STM is mostly sensitive to the local electronic density in the vicinity of the Fermi level (E F ). This is due to the fast decay with increasing energy difference from E F , of the transition probability of electrons from electronic states of the metallic tip, to electronic states of the sample. Therefore, when the valence band structure of an alloy is known, and can be deconvoluted with the aid of information about the surface partial DOS from calculations, one can interpret which element is giving the main contribution at E F -therefore to the STM image contrast. Additionally, it is not very time consuming -in terms of computations -to simulate STM images once the surface DOS has been calculated. Overall, the analysis can lead to strong or weak conclusions depending on both the surface and the model. If one starts from a bulk-terminated model, the comparison with the real surface can be affected by defects, chemical segregation, relaxation, reconstruction, buckling, or rumpling. The modeling itself may be incapable of reproducing a bulk termination, because of an excessive number of atoms per unit cell, which would lead to non-convergence or non-realistic computing time. Finally, there are examples where viewing the STM contrast as resulting from the electronic density contour is not valid, because of adhesive tip-surface interactions, or local variation of the tip-surface distance (edge effect) [35] [36] [37] .
Most of the STM studies presented below were conducted within the framework of the complex metallic alloys community (see for instance [38] ). This community has devoted great effort to explaining surface formation and stabilization, adsorption, and properties, using combined work by experimentalists and theorists. Since complex metallic alloys are mostly Al-rich TM alloys, this provides an interesting pool of data for the broader audience of surface scientists dealing with surface aluminides and aluminide surfaces. Quasicrystals can be considered to represent an extreme point in the spectrum of complex metallic alloys, because their unit cell is so large that it is (ideally) infinite. Quasicrystals are atomically-well-ordered, but not periodic. Many of the studies presented in this paper involve quasicrystals, of two specific structural types: Icosahedral and decagonal. These can be considered as quasicrystalline in three and two dimensions, respectively. The decagonal phases are aperiodic planes of atoms that are stacked periodically (along the 10-fold axis), while the icosahedral phases have no periodic axis whatsoever. While many quasicrystals contain 60-70 atomic% Al-and these are obviously the only type considered in this article-the quasicrystalline atomic structure also occurs in many phases that do not contain Al at all.
The following section provides a general rationale for the ability to differentiate Al and TM atoms in STM, either from raw topographic images or from differences in bias dependence. Section 3 provides examples where the differentiation between Al and TM atoms is very clear, despite the fact that the structural arrangement is very complex. Section 4 highlights examples where DFT simulations have led to atomic identification on TM-aluminide surfaces. In the final section, the observations are generalized and summarized.
Electronic structure
The most widely-used theory for explaining STM images of metallic surfaces is the theory developed by Tersoff and Hamann [39] , which built upon Bardeen's theory for the tunneling current in a metal-insulator-metal junction [40] . In the Tersoff-Hamann model, the symmetry of the tip wave function is considered spherical, and the surface wave function is developed on a plane wave basis. With these characteristics, the tunneling current can be expressed as:
where q tip (E F ) is the electronic DOS of the tip at the Fermi level, and q sample (eV À E F ) is the electronic DOS of the surface at energy eV. e is the electron charge, h is Planck's constant, and m is the effective mass of the electron. Since bias voltages (eV À E F ) used in STM are small, expression (1) shows that the tunneling current is mostly sensitive to the local electronic density in the near vicinity of E F . Therefore, there is a strong dependence on the details of the valence band structure of the surface under consideration. Sometimes -as in the case for the STM investigation of the Ni 3 Al surfaces described in Section 4 -a more complex origin has been proposed for the STM contrast. However, with most Al-TM surfaces, it is always important to analyze the electronic structure of the given surface, and if possible to simulate the STM images.
Experimentally, when the tip is biased negative or positive relative to the sample, the filled or empty states of the sample are probed and mapped. In this article, negative bias voltages will consistently correspond to filled-states images, and vice versa. The consequence of changing bias polarity is that the STM image switches between filled states and unfilled states. The bias (polarity) dependence of the STM image thus depends upon the asymmetry in the DOS on either side of E F .
Some contrast between Al and TM atoms in a typical STM image is therefore expected if these two types of atoms contribute differently to the density of states at E F . Following are the main features that should be considered when analyzing STM data of TM aluminides, along with their electronic DOS. Examples are developed in the following sections. posed of highly coordinated clusters, where a covalent character has often been predicted, and/ or observed, within the cluster. Then, a build-up of electronic density can occur between some atoms, leading to STM contrast between atomic sites. Additionally, if bonding-antibonding orbitals are asymmetric, and close to E F , then bias dependence is expected. (iv) Finally, the TM valence band exhibits a higher asymmetry than the Al one, thus leading to a larger change in contrast with changing bias for TM atoms, than for Al atoms. As we shall see, this provides an especially useful and obvious way for distinguishing between the two types of metal atoms. 
Simple chemical identification in rather complex systems
There have been some systems where bulk structural models, diffraction, or DFT calculations, combined with STM experiments, rendered possible the elemental identification of surface atoms. Surprisingly, one of the simplest systems to begin with has a high degree of structural complexity: the twofold surface of the decagonal (d-)Al-Cu-Co quasicrystal [41] . Decagonal structures are schematically represented by a pentagonal prism that requires five indexing vectors: they define four aperiodic twofold axes in the pentagonal basis and one periodic 10-fold axis, orthogonally. Therefore, a twofold surface contains two high-density crystallographic axes that are perpendicular. One is periodic whereas the other is aperiodic. Periodicity (or aperiodicity) does not matter for the purpose of this paper but it explains the atomic arrangement shown in Fig. 1 , where atomic rows run along the periodic direction, labeled [0 0 0 0 1].
The structural analysis of this surface was conducted by starting with a bulk model [42, 43] , in which three families of dense atomic layers were identified as likely candidates for surface terminations. These three terminations were also found at the surface, in the form of the three observed terrace types. One type was pure Al, whereas the other two contained transition metal atoms (15% and 40-50%, respectively). The one containing 40-50% of TM metal will be referred to as the TM-rich terrace. Fig. 1 shows a region that is predominantly a TM-rich terrace, at positive and negative biases. Rows whose contrast does not change much with bias are identified as mixed Al-TM lines, whereas other rows are made of TM metal atoms only, based on the overlaid model (where bright (dark) dots correspond to TM atoms (Al atoms)). The bias dependence of transition metals comes from localized dlike states of Co in the unoccupied band, as determined by DFT calculations of the electronic density of states of the relevant structural model [44] . d-Al-Ni-Co is isostructural to the d-Al-Cu-Co quasicrystal. Its twofold surface has also been investigated with STM, and bias dependence is similarly observed. Fig. 3 of Ref. [45] shows two STM images at two opposite biases. A well-defined subset of atomic rows shows a strong bias dependence, whereas other subsets' bias dependence is milder. Analysis is based on a structural model implying that the surface atomic layer is pure Al. Thus, contrast is explained by the influence of subsurface TM atoms lying 2 Å underneath the most bias-dependent atomic rows at the surface. Consequently, the surface is most likely pure Al, but the chemical environments of the different Al rows influence drastically their local electronic contour, as seen in STM imaging. Recently, it was shown by STS on the other (inequivalent) twofold surface of d-Al-Ni-Co, that the local electronic density of a certain subset of rows, which we define as subset A, could be 30% higher than the other rows (subset B) at negative bias (occupied states) [46] . This is due to the different asymmetries of the differential conductances (dI/dV) of the two subsets of rows, on each side of the Fermi level. This leads to a relatively higher bias dependence for subset A, as similarly mentioned in the previous paragraph for the Al-Cu-Co system. Interestingly, the surface structure determination by high-resolution STM indicates that the rows that are not strongly bias dependent are pure Al [47] .
Finally, the reason why twofold decagonal surfaces are very suitable for chemical identification of elements comes from their atomic row arrangements, leading to a 1-dimensional or line-by-line bias dependence. One can see, in the overlaid model layers in Fig. 1 , that periodic lines of like-atoms are stacked in the [0 0 1-1 0] direction. In terms of imaging and bias dependence of STM contrast, the analysis is easier than for a more conventional surface, where each individual atom of the unit cell potentially shows different two-dimensional in-plane coordination. The latter results in a more complex electronic density contour, hence a less straightforward STM contrast analysis.
The 10-fold surface of d-Al-Ni-Co has also been studied, but no clear conclusions can be given because two articles published at about the same time are contradictory [48, 49] . Combined ion scattering spectroscopy (ISS), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), and STM showed that the 10-fold surface of d-Al-Ni-Co may be strongly enriched by Al, with a ratio of Al atoms to TM atoms equal to 8:1 (As a reference, the bulk composition corresponds to a ratio of 2.6:1). The areal density of protrusions imaged by STM was the same as the density of Al atoms determined from ISS, leading to the assignment of the protrusions as Al atoms. The authors concluded that the surface underwent significant Al surface segregation to produce a nearly pure Al termination, and their model agrees well with the experimental image [49] . However, this is in contradiction with the LEED I(V) and STM study of another Al-Ni-Co sample of similar bulk composition [48] , where the top plane deduced from LEED corresponds to a bulk truncation composed mainly of TM atoms. Additionally, the match between the LEED model and the experimental STM image is excellent. Which of these two reports is correct could probably be determined from measurements of the bias dependence or from STS experiments, since little bias dependence is expected for a pure Al termination. To our knowledge, there is no measurement of bias dependence on this surface.
Chemical identification supported by simulated STM images
Al-TM alloy surfaces have also been investigated along with ab initio calculations, with the aim of simulating STM images. For this purpose, the supercell method is used, where a unit cell consists of a slab of the atomic structure with a vacuum space above. The DOS is calculated at the surface that is virtually created at the interface between vacuum and the atomic layers. Then, the Tersoff-Haman model constitutes a reasonable approximation for simulating STM images, where the electron density map is constructed from the center of a spherical tip, fixed at a certain distance from that surface, into the vacuum space [39] .
Deniozou et al. recently used STM, DFT calculations and photoemission to study the (0 1 0) surface of the Taylor (T-) phase Al 3 (Pd,Mn) [50, 51] . T-Al 3 (Pd,Mn) phase is a ternary solid solution of Pd in the binary orthorhombic T-Al 3 Mn with interesting magnetic [52] [53] [54] [55] and mechanical properties [56] , for instance. Their results indicate that the surface is not a perfect bulk truncation but retains the main features of the bulk model termination [57] . Surface defects exist, consisting of atom vacancies and some chemical disorder.
The overlaid model (see Fig. 2c and d) is described as zig-zag chains of mixed Al-TM pentagons (small black pentagons) alternating with zig-zag Mn atomic lines (open circles). The zig-zag chains of pentagons are not strongly bias dependent. This is also predicted from the simulated images of Fig. 2e and f. In between the chains, bias dependence is complex, at least experimentally, since disorder is present, as mentioned above. However, in terms of chemical composition, the regions between chains are mainly occupied by Mn atoms, based on the model. The authors assert that the Mn d-band is most likely responsible for the electronic structure in the vicinity of the Fermi level [57] . Thus, we assign the bias dependence of the regions between pentagonal chains as resulting from this partial contribution of Mn to the DOS. As a side remark, we would like to point out the similarity of this surface with the TM-rich terraces of d-Al-Cu-Co, shown in Fig. 1 . Actually, mixed Al-TM rows or chains alternate with pure TM rows or chains, for the d-Al-Cu-Co and T-Al 3 (Mn,Pd) phases, respectively. In both cases this leads to a row-by-row bias dependence, i.e. bias dependence is only observed in the direction perpendicular to the rows.
Another feature of the T-Al 3 (Mn,Pd) surface is the presence of ''dark star'' motifs. They can be seen at positive bias, in Fig. 2b , for instance. Dark stars, along with ''white flowers'' are probably the most discussed and studied motifs in STM imaging of icosahedral (i-) quasicrystals. They decorate the icosahedral fivefold surfaces, and are known to result from the truncation of Mackay and Bergmann clusters that, in turn, decorate the bulk structure [58] . Fig. 3 shows the dark stars and white flowers observed experimentally (a and c) on the fivefold surface of the i-Al-Pd-Mn quasicrystal [59] . Simulated STM images are also shown below (b and d). The dark star is formed by a central vacancy surrounded by an Al pentagon and a Pd pentagon of the same size, but rotated by p/10. The Al pentagon appears bright in the STM image, whereas the Pd pentagon forms the dark arms of the dark star. As shown for the bulk i-Al-Pd-Mn system using soft X-ray spectroscopies -which allow determination of the partial electronic densities of the constituent material in the valence band (soft X-ray emission spectroscopy), and in the conduction band (soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy) -the Fermi energy is mainly populated by Mn and Al states, whereas Pd states are further away from E F [60] . This could explain why Pd is not imaged by STM in this system. Fig. 3 , the Al pentagons are not atomically resolved and appear as single bright spots forming the leaves of the white flower. Again, Al and Mn atoms are bright in the STM image, most likely because of their electronic contributions to the Fermi surface, as opposed to Pd states that are located further into the center of the valence band. To the authors' knowledge, neither dark stars nor white flowers were reported as being bias dependent in STM imaging of i-Al-Pd-Mn, nor was it the case in the i-Al-Cu-Fe system. This can be explained, for Al-Pd-Mn, from the partial electronic densities of Al, Mn, and Pd, as measured by soft X-ray spectroscopies on an i-Al-Pd-Mn quasicrystal, and shown in Fig. 1 (valence band) and 2 (conduction band) of Ref. [60] . Al interacts strongly with Mn, as shown by the coincidence of the Mn 3d maximum, with the Al 3p shoulder in the valence band, near E F . The same behaviour is observed in the conduction band. Therefore, the absence of bias dependence of Al and Mn atoms on the surface may be due to a strong interaction of Mn and Al, resulting in small variation in the electronic DOS in the vicinity of E F .
The (1 0 0) surface of orthorhombic (o-)Al 13 Co 4 has been studied by a similar method [61] . But in that case, the surface exhibits partial desorption of some less strongly bonded atoms. This is likely due to the presence of a different bonding character (more covalent) inside bi-pyramidal motifs that decorate the surface. The atomic arrangement is shown in Fig. 4a , along with an experimental STM image (b), and simulated images (c-f). Different terminations were initially tested for simulating the STM images, without apparent success. The authors mainly pointed out the lack of contrast and bias dependence of the atoms at the center of the Al pentagons (so called Co(+) and Co(À) atoms) [61] . Recently, LEED I(V) experiments [62] , combined with DFT calculations [63] , resulted in a thorough structure determination. The (1 0 0) surface of o-Al 13 Co 4 corresponds to a truncation of the bulk structure at specific positions between flat and puckered atomic layers, exhibiting low-density terminations with missing atoms for which desorption energies are relatively low. A moderate annealing temperature is sufficient for such desorption. Surface features are the very stable bi-pyramidal motifs of composition Al 10 Co 2 , stabilized by strong Co-Al-Co bonds, and connected by so-called glue atoms of Al. Sometimes, missing Co atoms at the center of bi-pyramidal motifs are responsible for the nonbias dependence, and for the lack of contrast in the experimental STM images. This is helpful in the picture we are drawing about the contribution of TM atoms vs. Al atoms in STM contrast and bias dependency.
Interpretation resulting from the comparison between experiments and calculations in this system is not straightforward because surface preparation at elevated temperatures in UHV is responsible for the partial desorption of surface atoms, whereas STM is conducted at room temperature. This leads to a deviation from the ideal model determined by ab initio calculations.
Surprisingly, the interpretation is much simpler for the monoclinic (m-) (0 0 1) surface of Al 9 Co 2 . m-Al 9 Co 2 is also considered to be a complex metallic alloy, but with a rather simpler structure than the o-Al 13 Co 4 phase. In that sense, it shares some similar features like strongly bonded Al-TM clusters with covalent character. A complete surface study of the (0 0 1) surface has been conducted by ultraviolet and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopies, STM, STS, LEED, and DFT calculations of local and total DOS, leading to STM simulations. It is concluded that the surface corresponds to a bulk truncation at a pure Al termination, with no segregation of Co, and no desorption of surface atoms. Those results hold for different surface preparation temperatures in UHV [64] .
Despite the absence of TM atoms at the surface of m-Al 9 Co 2 , there exists a slight bias dependence of the STM contrast. Fig. 5 shows an experimental STM image of the (0 0 1) surface, where bias has been reversed at the white horizontal line. STM simulations of the pure Al termination corroborate this observation, and show that bias dependence is located in between Al atoms, while contrast et al. atom sites remains constant (see P Al simulations in Fig. 8 of Ref. [64] ). We tentatively explain this bias dependence by both the build up of electron density between Al atoms in the covalent bonding, and by an asymmetry between the two frontier orbitals.
Actually, one has to be careful with STM contrast since it can or cannot reflect the underlying atomic structure. Additionally, sometimes, local density of states and electronic states localization is insufficient for explaining STM contrast. For example, NiAl(110) is known to exhibit a stoichiometric surface composition, with Al atoms buckling outward by 0.22 Å [65] . The only species seen as protrusions in STM are the Al atoms [66] . A similar effect holds true for Ni 3 Al (0 0 1) and (1 1 1) surfaces, where a (2 Â 2) reconstruction apparently occurs. Thus both Al and Ni atoms are effectively present at the surface, but Ni atoms remain invisible. Jurczyszyn et al. studied both surfaces with the combination of STM and calculations, with a sample bias of +20 mV, i.e. tunneling into the sample unoccupied states [35] . Their calculation formalism implies that tunneling corresponds to the superposition of individual tunneling processes through different channels (orbitals) of the tip and the sample. This also allows analysing those individual channels in order to determine their individual and/or combined role in the final tunneling process. It appears that Al and Ni p z and s orbital interferences are mainly responsible for the experimental STM contrast. For simulating STM images, the topmost part of the tip was represented by a pyramidal cluster of W atoms, and scanning was simulated in constant height mode. Ni 3 Al(1 1 1) and (0 0 1) STM images were successfully reproduced. We now detail their explanation of the STM contrast, based on the surface electronic properties described in Ref. [35] , and stressed in Fig. 6 . Fig. 6a and b show the partial contributions of the Ni and Al s and p z states to the DOS, for the Ni 3 Al(0 0 1) and Ni 3 Al (1 1 1) surfaces, respectively. d states were neglected, because they contribute only a few percent to the tunneling current. The absence of contrast of Ni atoms in STM imaging could have been explained by a difference in the DOS at E F between Ni and Al. Such a difference is visible on Ni 3 Al (1 1 1) in Fig. 6b , where the DOS of Al p z states is 20% higher that that of Ni. But, since Al and Ni states contribute equally to the Ni 3 Al(0 0 1) surface DOS (a), this difference cannot account for the lack of Ni contrast on both surfaces. The difference actually lies in the intra-atomic interactions of the s and p z states, for Al and Ni atoms, respectively. Fig. 6 c and d show that the total conductance is dominated by Al states when intra-atomic interactions are taken into account (c), whereas both Al and Ni states would contribute if these interactions were neglected (d). The authors explain this effect by the relative energy of the states that are active in the tunneling process versus the potential energy of the s and p z orbitals. When tunneling occurs through significantly lower energies, the intra-atomic s-p z interaction lowers the current through s and p z states. Inversely, when the tunneling energy is between s and p z energies the s-p z interaction increases the tunneling current. In STM, tunneling occurs in the vicinity of the Fermi level, which is well below the energies of the Ni s and p z orbitals, but in between Al s and p z orbitals energies in Ni 3 Al. Therefore, current tunneling through Al is higher, whereas current tunneling through Ni is lower. The overall effect is the exclusive contrast of Al in STM imaging of Ni 3 Al. The effect is less pronounced in the Ni 3 Al (1 1 1) surface than in the (0 0 1) surface, because the former surface is denser, and hence interatomic interactions are stronger. It is finally worth mentioning that Ni 3 Al(1 1 1) and (0 1 1) electronic and structural properties have also been studied in the framework of the density functional theory, with the supercell method. A good agreement has been found between LEED I(V) and a relaxed bulk model, and also between STS spectra and calculated local DOS [67] .
On the other hand, Fe 3 Al (1 1 1) illustrates a case where the surface is indeed pure Al. Below a critical temperature T c , it shows a pure Al ( p 3 Â p 3)R30 reconstruction, on top of Al-enriched Al-Fe layers.
Above T c , a phase transition is accompanied by the occurrence of Fe-rich terraces [68] .
c-Al 4 Cu 9 (1 1 0) has also been studied by means of STM, LEED and ab initio simulations, both as a surface alloy [22, 23, 69] and as an alloy surface [70] . As a surface alloy, it was formed by mild annealing of thick (above 10 monolayers, typically) Cu films deposited under UHV conditions, on fivefold i-Al-Pd-Mn [69] and i-Al-Cu-Fe [23] . In these cases, five rotational domains were clearly identified by LEED and STM as being the Al 4 Cu 9 (1 1 0) phase. Then, similar observations were made by growing Al 4 Cu 9 as a surface alloy in the Cu(1 1 1)/Al system [22] . There, DFT simulations showed a good match with the experimental STM images, but also pointed out the presence of defects. Finally, the alloy surface was studied using a large single-grain of the Al 4 Cu 9 phase cut to expose the (1 1 0) surface [70] . The surface exhibits three types of terminations (two puckered and one flat), with varying surface areal coverage, depending on thermal treatment. However, the most stable terminations were found to be the puckered ones, both experimentally and theoretically. Since they contain two more Al atoms than the flat termination, they are richer in the element of lower surface energy (Al) and denser, and therefore, more stable. The comparison of their calculated surface energies confirmed this [70] . The experimental and simulated STM contrasts are very bias dependent for both puckered terminations. Fig. 7 shows one type of puckered termination (PF) at negative (left) and positive (right) biases. This figure illustrates part of our general picture, which is that bias dependence is caused by TM atoms whereas Al atom contrast remains almost unchanged. To underline this, we modified the original figure by encircling a surface area covered by Cu atoms only in the model surface unit cell (see Fig. 7 a-e, yellow-bright line). The bias dependence of this region is obvious if one compares Fig. 7 a vs. b, and c vs. d. It is almost a contrast inversion in the simulations! Also, it is startling how good the match is between Fig. 7b and d in that region. Finally, an Al atom is followed and marked by the black arrow on all the images to point out its small contrast change with bias. Al atoms appear bright under both scanning conditions. The discrepancies between simulated and experimental images led the authors to the idea that the surface may be enriched by Al through surface segregation. An attempt has been made to simulate the STM contrast of pure Al terminations, though keeping the atomic arrangement of the bulk alloy model. A bad correspondence was obtained. Thus either the pure Al assumption is wrong, or the model used (Tersoff-Hamman [39] ) is not suitable for a realistic simulation of this system. If it is pure Al, then STM imaging might be strongly influenced by adhesive tipsurface interactions [37] , and scanning with a tungsten tip may induce favored tunneling through localized d-states that are ignored in the Tersoff-Hamman approximation, where the STM tip is assumed to have a spherical character only.
Conclusions, general trends and discussions beyond the Al-TM case
This review article aims to demonstrate how ''usual'' scanning tunneling microscopy can be used and how images can be analyzed in order to identify aluminum and transition metal atoms. This statement is based on the authors' own experience and on other contributions dealing with the surface characterization of transition metal aluminides. Chemical differentiation is possible by combining STM experiments with different techniques, and also with theoretical calculations that reveal the electronic structure of the surfaces of interest. Actually, STM is sensitive to the electronic density contour of the surface, close to the Fermi level. Hence, a fairly good parallel can be done between an STM image and the electronic density, at defined scanning conditions (bias voltage and current). Sometimes, this simple picture is not valid because of complex phenomena occurring in the tunneling junction or within the material itself, such as in the NiAl system described in section 4. However, our assessment is relevant for most of the cases described in the literature.
We emphasize the fact that Al and TM atoms show a different contrast and response to bias variation. It is first based on the observation that bias dependent surface regions contain transition metal atoms, and that Al is not bias dependent, except when coordinated with transition metal atoms. This is related to the energy positions of their partial contributions to the total electronic density. If the TM dlike states lie deep in the valence band, then Al atoms represent the main contribution to the DOS, and they are imaged as topographic protrusions, relative to the TM atoms. If a TM d-like band is present in the vicinity of E F , its spectral weight will overcome the other states and likely create an obvious bias dependence. A striking example can be found in Section 3, with the twofold decagonal Al-Cu-Co surface, where one side of the Fermi surface is populated with Al sp-like states and where Al atoms seem to buckle outward (Fig. 1, left) , and where the other side of E F exhibits a strong contribution of Co d-like states, giving rise to a dramatic change of contrast with the bias voltage (Fig. 1, right) . Additionally, careful attention should be paid to s-p-d hybridization between Al and TM atoms. Electronic density differences in the valence band are less expected between two strongly hybridized elements; hence, differentiating Al from TM might be less straightforward due a limited chemical contrast. Also, if bonding partially shows a covalent character, as is observed in some complex metallic alloys, then electrons can be localized between atoms, giving rise to STM contrast where no atom is present. The shape of the frontier orbitals is also important in that case, since asymmetry could be responsible for the observation of a local bias dependence, where the electron density builds up.
We now consider chemical contrast with a larger perspective than only Al-TM surfaces. In a simplistic view, one could say that sp-like metals possess a relatively flat DOS in the vicinity of the Fermi level. Hence, no STM contrast variation would be expected for Al or free-electron like metals whereas it would occur for transition metals or lanthanides because of the localization and spectral weight of d-and f-bands. An example -apart from the Al-TM case -is the absence of STM imaging of the Sn atoms at the (0 0 1) surface of Pt 3 Sn whereas the Sn atoms are visible with diffraction techniques [71] . In this latter system, the calculated local electron density at Pt atomic sites is much higher than at Sn, because of strong Pt d-like states centred at +0.9 eV.
Nevertheless, hybridization has to be taken into account. The sp metals eventually hybridize strongly with the other element(s), giving rise to a similar electronic density variation around E F resulting in a poor STM contrast. Therefore, it is obvious that localized states such as d-like bands can generate more contrast for a given element, but it depends on the energy at which those states lie and on the level of hybridization. For example, there are systems, such as Al-Li-Cu or Al-Mg-Zn, which behave as pure sp-like metals because d-bands are forced deeper into the valence band and do not affect the valence electronic properties [72] . In these latter cases, though there is no experimental evidence for the absence of chemical contrast in STM, it would definitely not be attributed to d-bands.
Finally, chemical contrast also exists in STM imaging of TM-TM alloy surfaces. Schmid and Varga reviewed the STM studies that showed chemical contrast in these systems [73] . There are mainly three different cases. (i) PtNi(1 1 1) that does not exhibits chemical contrast because Pt and Ni local DOS are similar. There, the authors observed chemical contrast thanks to a favoured chemical interaction of the Ni atoms -rather than the noble Pt -with the tip that has been accidentally covered with some adsorbate (likely S or O contamination from the substrate) [74] . In the Pt-Rh system, there already exists little chemical contrast because of differences in the local DOS of Pt and Rh. Consequently, Pt shows a lower apparent height and appears darker. This contrast has been drastically enhanced by the functionalization of the STM tip [75] . The reverse contrast is observed in the Pt-Co system where Pt appears brighter. This surface was not investigated with a functionalized tip [76] . These three last examples illustrate the fact that STM contrast can originate from tip-surface interaction(s), electronic contour, or topography, or combinations thereof.
We can now tentatively propose some would-be-interesting STM experiments by considering electronic features of a few systems -providing that surface DOS and surface structure are not drastically different to that of the bulk. For instance, in the partial DOS calculations of the Mg-La phases, La 5d and 4f bands were found approx. 10 times more intense than Mg 3s, 2p [77] . Since La 5f is at approx. +1 eV above the Fermi level, La would likely present a stronger contrast if unoccupied states were probed with STM. An interesting combination of the above examples would be the STM study of the ''free electron-like-Rare Earth-TM'' system MgLa 4 Co. The Mg partial DOS is flat whereas Co 3d and La 4f are very intense and localized at À2 eV and +2-2.5 eV, respectively from E F [78] . Therefore, we postulate that the three elements would be distinguished by varying the STM tip bias. A counter example is the decagonal Al-Ni-Co quasicrystal where Ni and Co bands overlap, and for which no contrast has been observed between the two.
To conclude, elemental identification in STM is extremely important in studies involving alloy surfaces, including studies of adsorption, diffusion, nucleation and growth, contamination, surface segregation, etc. However, elemental identification is never straightforward, and strongly relies on the availability of good structural models, plus complementary information. Our review has been limited to Al-TM systems, but we hope that it may provide a general framework for STM users who need to identify atomic features in experimental images, and that this framework will be extended to, and tested in, a greater number of alloy systems.
